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Turbulence in the reversed field pinch (RFP) plasma has been investigated by using the microwave

imaging reflectometry in the toroidal pinch experiment RX (TPE-RX). In conventional RFP

plasma, the fluctuations are dominated by the intermittent blob-like structures. These structures are

accompanied with the generation of magnetic field, the strong turbulence, and high nonlinear cou-

pling among the high and low k modes. The pulsed poloidal current drive operation, which

improves the plasma confinement significantly, suppresses the dynamo, the turbulence, and the

blob-like structures. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3652848]

The reversed field pinch (RFP) is a toroidal plasma con-

finement system with a unique feature that the toroidal field is

reversed at the edge.1 The RFP configuration is sustained by a

dynamo action. As the dynamo is also a mechanism of genera-

tion and sustainment of the magnetic field in the universe,2 the

dynamo is an important issue in the plasma physics. It is con-

sidered that the dynamo is driven by the turbulence so that the

plasma confinement in conventional RFP is poor.2 The tearing

instabilities are dominant in RFP.1 So the current drive can

stabilize the magnetic fluctuation and improve the confine-

ment. The pulsed poloidal current drive (PPCD) has been

demonstrated in MST and used in other RFP devices.3,4 In

PPCD plasma, the external electric field is generated by the

current in the coil embedded in the toroidal field coil.5 This

external electric field can drive the poloidal current so that the

reversal field can be sustained without the help of the electro-

motive force driven by fluctuation. Therefore, PPCD sustains

the reversed field externally and improves the confinement

significantly.3,6 Turbulence must play an important role in this

case. Despite its importance, measurements of the turbulence

have been limited at the edge plasma region in RFP so far.7,8

This paper presents the first fluctuation measurement near

the reversal surface by using the microwave imaging reflec-

tometry (MIR).9–13 In a conventional reflectometer, the

reflected signal contains components from multiple frag-

mented wave fronts caused by turbulence, resulting in a com-

plicated interference pattern at the detector plane, and the

assumption of the simple relation between the signal and the

density fluctuation fails. In an MIR system, a wide aperture

optical system is used to form an image of the reflected sur-

face onto the detector array located at the image plane. As a

result, MIR signal is the reflection of microwave from the fluc-

tuation of the reflection surface, which corresponds to the

equi-density surface. Significant observation is as follows:

the shape of reflection surface in conventional RFP is a blob-

like structure and that in PPCD plasma is sinusoidal. This may

be the reason why PPCD improves the plasma confinement

significantly.

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the MIR sys-

tem in the toroidal pinch experiment RX (TPE-RX), which is

a large RFP device with the major radius of R¼ 1.72 m and

the minor radius of a¼ 0.45 m (Ref. 14). Details of the MIR

system have been reported previously.12,13 In this system,

the plasma is illuminated by the O-mode microwave with the

frequency of 20 GHz, which corresponds to the cutoff den-

sity of �0.5� 1019 m� 3. The image of the cutoff surface is

made onto the imaging detector by the optical system (M1,

M2). The imaging detector is made of a 4� 4 planar Yagi-

Uda antenna array on a teflon printed circuit board. The spa-

tial resolution is 3.7 cm in toroidal and poloidal directions.

The reflected microwave signal can be written as Aei/eixt,

where x is the microwave frequency, A and / are the ampli-

tude and the phase, respectively. In the simulation and the

laboratory test, we found that the phase / corresponds to the

displacement of the cutoff surface in the radial direction and

the amplitude A corresponds to the shape of the cutoff sur-

face.15 The amplitude A and phase / are detected by an RF

detector and a quadrature detector, respectively. The quadra-

ture detector provides the in-phase (I� cos/) and quadrature

(Q� sin /) signals.

Figure 2 shows the plasma current (Ip), the reversal pa-

rameter (F¼Bt(a)/hBti), the central chord soft X-ray (SXR),

the central chord line averaged density (nea(� 1019 m� 3)),

the normalized cutoff radius (rcut), the amplitude signals of

MIR and their wavelet spectra in typical examples of the

PPCD and the conventional RFP plasmas. The plasma den-

sity is measured by a dual-chord interferometer in TPE-RX.

One chord views the center and the other one views at r/

a¼ 0.69. The density profile is estimated by fitting the exper-

imental data with n(r,t)¼ ne(0,t)(1� r4)(1þCr4), where C
is the profile factor. C> 0 denotes the hollow density profile,

and C< 0 denotes the peaked density profile.13 The
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normalized cutoff radius (rcut¼ acut/a) can be obtained,

where acut is the real cutoff radius and a is the plasma minor

radius. The electron density profile is usually flat or hollow

in TPE-RX. Both the PPCD and the conventional RFP plas-

mas have similar cutoff surface (rcut � 0.8) during the flattop

of the plasma current. The PPCD operation starts at

t¼ 18 ms when F is rapidly decreased. We may use F as a

parameter of the self generated reversed field, but this usage

of F is valid only in conventional RFP plasmas. The deeper

F corresponds to the stronger dynamo in conventional RFP

plasmas, but dynamo may be absent in PPCD plasmas. Inter-

estingly, the fluctuation level in MIR signal is similar, while

the SXR intensity of the PPCD plasma is 100 times higher

than that in the conventional RFP plasma. Since the density

is similar, this high SXR intensity indicates that the PPCD

operation improves the plasma stored energy significantly.

Since the turbulence is composed of many short lived

waves, the wavelet analysis is a powerful tool to analyze the

turbulence.16,17 The wavelet transform of the signal x(t) is

defined as

Pðs; sÞ ¼ 1ffiffi
s
p
ð

xðtÞW�ðs; t� sÞdt (1)

where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate, s is

the time scale (s¼ 2p/x), and

Wðs; tÞ ¼ 1

p1=4
exp �i

2pt

s

� �
� 1

2

t

s

� �2
� �

(2)

is the Morlet function. Figure 2(f) shows the wavelet spectra

of the MIR signals. The summed power spectra
P

PðxÞ are

also shown. In the conventional RFP plasma, the spectrum

has many short lived structures among intermittent bursts

with broad frequency spectra. In the PPCD plasma, the high

frequency fluctuation is suppressed and the spectrum is

dominated by the frequency of �20 kHz.

Figure 3 shows the 2D wavenumber (k) spectra in the

conventional RFP and PPCD plasmas. Here, ku and kh are

the toroidal and the poloidal wavenumbers, respectively.

These spectra are obtained by using the 2D maximum en-

tropy method (MEM).18,19 In the PPCD plasma, the fluctua-

tion power is localized in the low kh and low ku range as

kh¼ 0 6 20 m� 1, ku¼ 0 6 10 m� 1. The spectrum of the

conventional RFP plasma distributes in a wide k range, as

kh¼ � 20� 20 m� 1 and ku ¼� 40� 20 m� 1. Since the ob-

served plasma region (rcut � 0.8) is near the reversal surface,

the magnetic field is mainly poloidal as indicated by an

arrow in Fig. 3. Therefore, the spectrum spreads in the elec-

tron drift direction which is perpendicular to the magnetic

field. This broad k spectrum is consistent with the idea that

the conventional RFP plasma is in the multi-helicity state.

The magnetic fluctuation in the conventional RFP plasma is

much stronger than that in the PPCD plasma. The mode anal-

ysis of the magnetic signals indicates that the m¼ 0 tearing

mode is dominant in the conventional RFP plasma. In the

FIG. 2. (Color) Plasma parameters and MIR signals in the conventional

RFP (left) and the PPCD (right) plasmas in TPE-RX. (a) The plasma current

(Ip) and reversal parameter (F), (b) the central chord soft X-ray (SXR), (c)

the central chord line averaged density (nea(� 1019 m� 3)), (d) normalized

cutoff radius (rcut), (e) the amplitude signal of MIR (ch.2), and (f) wavelet

spectrum. The line in Fig. 2(f) denotes the sum of wavelet spectrum.P
PðxÞ.

FIG. 3. (Color) The 2D spectra (log10 S(k/, kh)) of (a) the conventional RFP

and (b) the PPCD plasmas estimated by MEM.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the MIR system in TPE-RX.
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PPCD plasma, the edge dynamo is suppressed and the m¼ 1

mode is dominant.6

Assume a toroidal periodic condition on the fluctuation,

the time evolution of the k spectrum on the cutoff surface

can be obtained by the spatial Fourier transform of MIR

signals

Sðk; tÞ ¼
XL � 1

l ¼ 0

xðl; tÞei2pkl=L; (3)

where L is the total toroidal detector number. Here, the com-

plex MIR signal, x(l, t), is defined as x(l, t)¼A(Iþ iQ). The

complex signal represents the amplitude and phase of the

density fluctuation simultaneously.15 By taking the spatial

Fourier transform of the data obtained by four detectors

along the toroidal direction, we obtain the components

of wavenumbers of k ¼ � 0.5kN, 0, 0.5kN, kN, where

kN¼ 84 m� 1 is the Nyquist wavenumber, which corresponds

to the wavelength of 7.4 cm. They correspond to the toroidal

mode numbers of n ¼� 73, 0, 73, 146, respectively. The

minus indicates the opposite propagation direction. Here-

after, we use the normalized wavenumber (ka : 2k/kN), as

ka ¼� 1, 0, 1, 2 for convenience.

Now, let us write (k1, k2, k3) for the nonlinear interaction

among the three waves of k1, k2, and k3. The squared wavelet

bicoherence (b2) is useful to quantify the strength of the non-

linear three wave interaction.16 This is defined as

b2 ¼
jhPk1
ðs1; sÞPk2

ðs2; sÞP�k3
ðs3; sÞij2

hjPk1
ðs1; sÞPk2

ðs2; sÞj2ihjPk3
ðs3; sÞj2i

; (4)

where hi is the ensemble average over time and s. Pk(s,s), is

the Morlet wavelet transform of the waves defined as

Eq. (1). Within the frequency resolution, the time scale

should satisfy the frequency sum rule: 1/s3¼ 1/s1þ 1/s2,

which is equivalent to x3 ¼x 1þx 2, as x/2p¼ 1/s.

The bicoherence is higher than the noise level in the

case of the matched coupling condition, k1þ k2¼ k3. The

matched couplings of (� 1,1,0) and (1,1,2) represent the non-

linear interactions among different turbulent scales. Figure 4

shows typical squared wavelet bicoherence spectra of

(� 1,1,0). The wavelet transform is performed within 8 ms

during the flattop of the plasma current. The coupling is

strong in the high frequency range (50� 200 kHz) in the

conventional RFP plasma (F ¼� 0.5), as shown in Fig. 4(a).

The strength of the nonlinear interaction may be compared

by using the total bicoherence, b2
tot ¼

P
b2ðsÞ, where the

sum is taken over all time scales s. Figure 5 shows the total

bicoherence as a function of F. Generally, the bicoherence of

the mismatched coupling condition, k1þ k2= k3, should be

as small as the noise level.16 The matched couplings such as

(� 1,1,0) is distinctly stronger than the mismatched one

(2,2,2) in the conventional RFP plasma, as shown in Figs.

4(a) and 5. The low k coupling (� 1,1,0) is stronger than the

high k coupling (1,1,2). In conventional RFP plasmas, the

total bicoherence of (� 1,1,0) is increased as F becomes

deeper (�F is increased). This suggests that the nonlinear

coupling of turbulence is related to the dynamo. In the PPCD

plasma, the matched coupling of (� 1,1,0) is much smaller

than that in the deep F (F <� 0.3) plasma, as shown in Figs.

4(b) and 5. This may be due to the absence of the dynamo.

Note, the measured ka¼ 0 mode contains all low k modes

(jkj< 21 m� 1), and the ka¼ 1 corresponds to the high k tur-

bulence (21 m� 1< k< 63 m� 1).

Generally, a turbulence signal has an intermittent nature.

Figures 6(b)–6(f) show the time evolutions of magnetic

FIG. 4. (Color) Squared wavelet bicoherence spectra of (� 1,1,0) in (a) con-

ventional RFP (F¼� 0.5) and (b) PPCD plasmas.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Total wavelet bicoherence of (� 1,1,0), (1,1,2), and

(2,2,2) as a function of F.

FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Blob-like shape of the cutoff surface (w¼ 5 cm,

h¼ 1 cm) in the conventional RFP plasma (left) and sinusoidal shape of the

cutoff surface (w¼ 157 cm, h¼ 0.375 cm) in the PPCD plasma (right).

Time evolutions of (b) the magnetic fluctuation and (c)-(f) the MIR signals.

Thin solid line indicates simulated signal with the model (a). Thick broken

line indicates the experimental signal.
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signal and MIR signals, respectively. In the conventional

RFP plasma, the fluctuations have the features of intermit-

tency, which is enhanced as the F becomes deeper. This cor-

responds to the negative spikes in the MIR signal, as shown

in Fig. 2(e). A strong negative burst is observed in ch.1 and

ch.2 at t¼ 30.33 ms. Here, MIR channel numbers are shown

in Fig. 1. Right after this burst, a positive burst is observed in

the magnetic signal. This burst is a typical intermittent

phenomenon.

As MIR signal is a microwave reflection, the shape of

the cutoff surface can be estimated from the measured signal.

A model based on the Huygens-Fresnel equation is developed

to simulate the propagation of the reflected signal in the opti-

cal system.15 It is found that the optical system can make a

clear image of the cutoff surface as 4k\hL/D< 1, where D is

the diameter of the optical lens, L is the distance between the

optical lens and the cutoff surface, k\ is the perpendicular

wavenumber, and h is the height of the fluctuation. In general,

high k\ fluctuations have small radial displacement in the

experiment. The measured k\h is determined by the geomet-

rical parameter of the optical system. The fluctuations in

TPE-RX mainly distribute in the range of 4k\hL/D< 0.8,

which suggests that the present MIR optical system can make

a clear image of the cutoff surface in plasma.

Figure 6(a) shows the estimated reflection surface that is

characterized by the width (w) and the height (h). Here, the

width (w¼ 2p/k\) is estimated from the two-point cross cor-

relation method and the height (h) is estimated from the

phase fluctuation. In the case of conventional RFP plasma,

the negative spike of MIR signal can be simulated by a sin-

gle interchange (blob-like) structure characterized by

(w¼ 5 cm, h¼ 1 cm). This blob-like structure modulates the

cutoff surface, scatters the reflection wave, and leads to the

rapid decrease of the reflection power. This structure appears

at t¼ 30.37 ms, and the magnetic field is increased at

t¼ 30.42 ms. This process corresponds to the nonlinear evo-

lution from the intermittency to the generation of the mag-

netic field. In the case of PPCD plasma, the fluctuation of

MIR signal is not intermittent but is an oscillating wave with

the frequency of �20 kHz, which is compatible with the

magnetic fluctuation, as shown in Fig. 6 (right side). The

reflection surface in the PPCD plasma can be estimated as a

sinusoidal shape with (w¼ 157 cm, h¼ 0.375 cm), which

corresponds to the toroidal mode n¼ 7.

In the case of conventional RFP plasma, the present ob-

servation is summarized as follows: the fluctuation has broad

k spectrum in the electron drift direction; high k modes in the

opposite directions and a low k mode are strongly coupled;

fluctuation of the equi-density surface has a blob-like struc-

ture; the magnetic field is increased in a short period right af-

ter the blob-like structure generation. In the case of PPCD

plasma, the present observation is summarized as follows:

the MIR signal has narrow k spectrum; fluctuation of the

equi-density surface has a sinusoidal shape; the soft X-ray

intensity is 100 times higher than the conventional RFP

plasma.

In the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) dynamo model,2

the parallel mean-field Ohm’s law can be written as

gjk ¼ Ek þ h~v� ~Bik; (5)

where hi indicates the average over an equilibrium flux sur-

face, jj denotes parallel to the magnetic field, Ejj is the paral-

lel external electric field, jjj is the parallel equilibrium

current, and g is the parallel electric resistivity. The fluctuat-

ing fluid velocity and magnetic field, ~v and ~B, can be caused

by the turbulence. In the conventional RFP plasma, the mode

coupling of high k modes probably generates the blob-like

interchange mode, which makes large ~v in the radial direc-

tion. So, the dynamo term, h~v� ~Bik, drives the poloidal cur-

rent that generates the toroidal field. In the case of PPCD

operation, the second term of Eq. (5) is diminished as ~v ¼ 0.

Probably, the external field, Ejj, which is provided by PPCD,

replaces the dynamo term in Eq. (5).

In conclusion, the blob-like interchange activity is

observed by using MIR in the conventional RFP plasma. This

activity may cause both the energy loss and the dynamo. The

poloidal current drive near the reversal surface suppresses

this activity and improves the plasma confinement.
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